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Key Features

Design and develop game elements that can be used alone or stacked to enhance your gaming experience●

Explore extensions that can unlock GameMaker: Studio's true potential to create complex games●

A recipe-based, easy-to-follow guide to take your GameMaker skills to the next level●

Book Description

GameMaker: Studio started off as a tool capable of creating simple games using a drag-and-drop interface.
Since then, it has grown to become a powerful instrument to make release-ready games for PC, Mac, mobile
devices, and even current-gen consoles. GameMaker is designed to allow its users to develop games without
having to learn any of the complex programming languages such as C++ or Java. It also allows redistribution
across multiple platforms.

This book teaches you to harness GameMaker: Studio's full potential and take your game development to
new heights.

It begins by covering the basics and lays a solid foundation for advanced GameMaker concepts. Moving on,
it covers topics such as controls, physics, and advanced movement, employing a strategic approach to the
learning curve. The book concludes by providing insights into complex concepts such as the GUI, menus,
save system, lighting, particles, and VFX.

By the end of the book, you will be able to design games using GameMaker: Studio and implement the same
techniques in other games you intend to design.

What you will learn

Set up player control schemes of various types, such as touch controls and a gamepad●

Create your own physics sandbox●

Get accustomed to advanced player movement●

Implement music and 3D sound in your games●

Utilize GameMaker's GUI layers to create exciting games●

Generate adjustable game settings and save systems●

Add depth to your game with lighting and special effects●

About the Author

Brandon Gardiner is a game developer and designer living out his love of video games. Though he started
his foray into games through 3D art and level design, he always kept a notebook of ideas for games and
game mechanics he wished to see. When he discovered GameMaker: Studio, he found that he could bring
these ideas to life.

He is a graduate of the first iteration of the game development program at Toronto's George Brown College.
In college, he worked as an artist and designer on several game projects for outside companies, including tie-



ins for children's television shows and educational titles. After graduating, he founded MechaBee Studios
where, being the sole developer of mobile and PC games, he is a jack of all trades.

He also writes a blog at http://www.gamemakerhq.com, through which he hopes to build a resource for other
independent developers. He lives with his wife in Toronto where he is a veteran of the annual Toronto Game
Jam (tojam.ca), an active member of the International Game Developers Association.
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From reader reviews:

Stephen Conway:

This GameMaker Cookbook usually are reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why.
The key reason why of this GameMaker Cookbook can be one of the great books you must have is actually
giving you more than just simple reading food but feed a person with information that perhaps will shock
your prior knowledge. This book is actually handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your
conditions both in e-book and printed ones. Beside that this GameMaker Cookbook giving you an enormous
of experience like rich vocabulary, giving you trial of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day
task. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

John Stanley:

The book untitled GameMaker Cookbook is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to an individual. The language that author use to
explained their way of doing something is easily to understand. The article writer was did a lot of exploration
when write the book, hence the information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also
might get the e-book of GameMaker Cookbook from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Jack Williams:

GameMaker Cookbook can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. We recommend that straight
away because this publication has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The article author giving his/her
effort to place every word into joy arrangement in writing GameMaker Cookbook but doesn't forget the main
position, giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be among
it. This great information can drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial considering.

Joyce Hynes:

You will get this GameMaker Cookbook by check out the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it
can to be your solve issue if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not
only by means of written or printed but can you enjoy this book by means of e-book. In the modern era
similar to now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now, choose
your own ways to get more information about your guide. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately
make your knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose correct ways for you.
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